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About
My Community
Festival 2021
From walking along a sandbar that
only appears for ten minutes a month,
witnessing the fading craft of carving
names into rock to immortalise the
memories of the dearly departed,
to being a part of the centuries-old
art form of wayang kulit — these
are unconventional experiences
that encapsulate Singapore and the
multi-faceted communities that call
it home. Such experiences form the
cornerstone of My Community Festival
(MCF), the ground-up community
festival that will be returning for its
sophomore edition from
10 September to 3 October 2021.

Organised by non-profit organisation
My Community - with support from the
Singapore Tourism Board as part of
the ongoing Passion Made Possible
campaign – the festival is co-curated
and co-designed with heritage
practitioners, business owners,
legacy brands and other cultural
institutions. The festival will provide
opportunities for festival-goers to meet
fellow neighbours, who will open up
doors to the hidden gems within our
neighbourhoods where people live,
work and play.

Exploring Our Heartlands,
One Story At A Time
The gamut of programmes this year
are specially curated based on the
theme ‘Everyday Places, Everyday
Faces’. This theme reflects the
festival’s intention of giving a voice
to the stories of everyday people,
conjuring new perspectives to the
familiar but often overlooked spaces
within our community.
In addition to the more popular
programmes from MCF 2020 such as
‘After Hours @ My Community’, new
programmes this year include ‘Cuba
Gula-Gula Saya’, where participants
will get to savour and even try their
hands at making traditional sweets
from around the world, such as the

Eurasian Sugee Cake, Russian Blini,
Sapin-Sapin and more. For those who
crave for an adventurous experience,
MCF’s island tours to St John’s Island
and Pulau Ubin will take participants
on a journey to the past and present
as ex-islanders share their heartfelt
stories and love for their old home.
Each and every programme this year
involves small group tours led by a
member of the community intimately
familiar with the spaces featured,
and they will share their own personal
stories to present a lesser-known side
of this island we call home.

About My Community
My Community is a non-profit organisation and an Institution
of Public Character which conducts community-based
participatory research and heritage assessments; establishes
community museums, archives and libraries; organises
community festivals and guided tours; and co-creates
community architecture and urban spaces.
It seeks to preserve social memories, celebrate Singaporeans’
shared culture and heritage and champion greater community
involvement in cultural management and urban governance.

Festival Director’s
Message
Everyday places like our neighbourhood
centres, factories and parks do not
necessarily embody grand historical
narratives. Instead, they are interlaced
with our ordinary routines and activities
through which we meet our neighbours,
friends and other familiar strangers
whom we may not have the courage to
approach and befriend. Whether it is a
qigong exercise at the park connector
or a ritual ceremony at the temple,
these mundane activities make us who
we are and these seemingly ordinary
places are our repositories of individual
and collective memories.

People are the true heart of our
community and their lived experiences
provide a treasure trove of stories
which allows us to see Singapore in a
new light. The festival is an opportunity
for us to come together and connect
over our shared love of our island
home, while uncovering the rich layers
that define our multicultural society.
We hope that it will inspire a newfound
appreciation for everyday spaces,
and fuel more explorations into the
community to uncover the hidden sides
of Singapore.
Yours Truly,
Kwek Li Yong
Festival Director
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Sunrise
Sunrise @
@
My
My Community
Community
“The secret to a good morning is to
watch the sunrise with an open heart!”
– Anthony T. Hincks.
Let’s catch the sunrise with our
neighbours and friends as we watch the
birds sing or do qigong with the earlyrisers in Singapore.

While most of us are still fast asleep on a
weekend morning, some Singaporeans are
already out and about their day!
From birdsinging at Kebun Baru to qigong at
East Coast Park, Singaporeans are engaged
in a wide range of community activities at
dawn.
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First up, let us meet Robin Chua and explore the
iconic Kebun Baru Birdsinging Club in Ang Mo Kio.
From the merbok to the Chinese thrush, find out
more about the different singing birds and hear the
stories from the band of bird hobbyists who have
kept this tradition of birdsinging going!

If birds are not your thing, how about some
early morning qigong at East Coast Park with
instructor Alice Ho? This dedicated qigong
master has trained hundreds of qigong
disciples islandwide and we are sure you will
pick up a technique or two in this session!
So, what are you waiting for? Let’s get the
morning started with these programmes!
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Birdsinging @ My Kebun Baru

Birdwatching @ My Pasir Ris

with Robin Chua

with Mervyn Soon

Birds of a feather flock together at the
Kebun Baru Birdsinging Club! Join Mr
Robin Chua on a tour to find out more
about this birdsinging community!

Sunbirds, kingfishers and hornbills –
Spot the birds which call Pasir Ris home
with bird photographer Mervyn Soon.

11, 12, 18, 19, 25 and 26 Sep;
2 and 3 Oct
Language: English
$10

11 and 26 Sep
Language: English
$10

Qigong @ My East Coast

Sunseekers @ My Jurong

with Alice Ho

with Joy Lee and Alex Chang

Catch the most beautiful sunrise while
learning a qigong technique or two with
East Coast Park’s qigong teacher Alice
Ho!

Shoot the sunrise with photographers
Joy and Alex as they bring you to one
of their favourite sunseeking spots in
Singapore!

18 and 19 Sep; 2 and 3 Oct
Language: English
$10

11 Sep; 2 Oct
Language: English
$10
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Welcome
Welcome to
to my
my
Island
Island Home
Home
Follow an ex-islander on a journey back to
his or her former home in one of Singapore’s
many offshore islands and relive their
heartfelt experiences and stories.
Have you ever heard of the saying that the
greatest treasures often lie in plain sight? In
Singapore’s many offshore islands, treasure
takes the form of the stories and experiences
of our beloved island communities. Hear
from the current and former islanders of
Pulau Ubin, St. John’s Island and more as
they share about life on their island homes!
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If you have ever taken the taxi service
on Pulau Ubin, you might have come
across the effervescent taxi driver Ah
Teck. When you meet him, be sure to
test his knowledge on Ubin’s natural
environment and ask him about the
uses of different plants in the Ubin
forests! And for those seafood lovers,
ask about his previous job as a crab
catcher on Ketam Island!

If you are looking for a serene and
peaceful trip, St John’s Island may be
the one for you! Join the ex-islanders
of St John’s Island, Adam, Rahim,
Jasumi and Fawzi, who will be bringing
you around the quaint island to tell
their stories of the island’s landmarks!
Be sure to listen closely to their
experiences of living in the vicinity of
the island’s former quarantine station!
Lastly, for those seeking a change of
scenery, hop onto the early morning
ferry with us on a trip to Pulau Hantu in
November. You will be joined by citizen
scientist and licensed tourist guide
Richard Kuah who will be introducing
you to the various species of corals
and marine life that reveal themselves
when the tides recede.
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My Pulau Hantu

My Pulau Ubin

with Richard Kuah

with Ah Teck, Mr Choo and
Richard Kuah

A breath-taking natural phenomenon
not to be missed – Be amazed by the
rich biodiversity which reveals itself
when the tide recedes on this
unlikely island.

Follow an Ubin islander on an intimate
journey of his/her sacred spots and
hear their heartfelt stories of change
and continuity.

5 and 6 Nov
Language: English
$50

11, 12, 18 and 19 Sep
Language: English w some Mandarin
$50

My St John’s Island

My Kusu Island

with Adam, Jasumi, Rahim and Fawzi

with Mr Seet and Peng Kiat

Follow the former residents of St John’s
Island and reminisce the good old days
on an affectionate journey of love and
everlasting friendships.

Follow the red-bricked road and enter
the iconic Tua Pek Kong temple of
Kusu Island where temple keeper Mr
Seet will be sharing his stories and
experience on this curious island!

11, 12, 18, 19, 25 and 26 Sep;
2 and 3 Oct
Language: English w some Malay
$50
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11 and 18 Sep
Language: Hokkien w some English
$40

My Prayers
and Practices
Singapore is home to 10 official religions.
Can you name all of them?
Visit the places of worship of all the 10 official
religions in Singapore and observe their birth,
marriage and death prayers and practices!

Every F1 season, we will see 10 religious leaders
standing along the racing track to bless the road. We
can typically identify the leaders of our own faith but
how about the rest of them?
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As a multicultural melting pot, many
religious communities have taken root and
established their practices on our little red
dot.
A brief teaser:
Do you know there is a 1,500-strong
Jain community in Singapore? Meet
the Jains and their current president
Parresh Timbadia from Singapore Jain
Religious Society, who will be sharing
the tenets of this ancient religion.
When you are done, head over to the
Zoroastrian House where Kersi Aspar
will host an exclusive tea session in
this nondescript shophouse in Little
India and introduce Singapore’s Parsi
community and their birth, marriage
and death traditions.

Making a return to our festival is crowd
favourite Rabbi Nissim Zawady from
Chesed-El Synagogue. This tour offers
participants a rare look into the Oxley
Rise synagogue – a stunning national
monument usually closed off to the
public.
After experiencing our tours, you’ll
be able to rattle off all 10 religions.
Intrigued? Book your tickets today.
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Bahá’í Faith
Centre

Chesed-El
Synagogue

Hougang Dou Mu
Gong

with Bahá’ís of Singapore

with Rabbi Nissim Zawady

with Dr Ji Ling

It is one of the
world’s newest and
youngest independent
religions. MCF2021 in
collaboration with the
Baháʼí Faith Centre will
give participants the
lowdown on the faith.
26 Sep; 3 Oct
Language: English
$10

This tour offers
participants a rare
look into the Oxley Rise
synagogue – a stunning
national monument
which is usually closed
off to the public.

A grand religious festival
widely celebrated by
Southeast Asians - Hear
the stories from the
people behind the Nine
Emperor Gods Festival at
Hougang Dou Mu Gong!

3 Oct
Language: English
$10

25 Sep
Language: Mandarin
$10

Palelai Buddhist
Temple

Russian Orthodox
Church

Khadijah Mosque
with Mf Feisal Md Hassan

Tour the ornately
decorated Khadijah
Mosque and learn more
about the various rituals
conducted at different
stages of a Muslim’s life!
25 Sep; 2 Oct
Language: English
$10

with Phra Goh Chun Kiang

What is it like being a
monk? Find out more from
Palelai Buddhist Temple’s
Phra Goh Chun Kiang, one
of Singapore’s youngest
monks ordained at 23
years old.
11, 18 and 25 Sep
Language: English
$10

with Bishop Pitirim Dondenko

A nondescript bungalow
in Kovan houses the
Russian Orthodox Church
and its rapidly growing
congregation - Find
out more about this
little-known Christian
community in Singapore
and their unique life-cycle
prayers and practices.
11, 12, 18, 19, 25 and
26 Sep; 2 and 3 Oct
Language: English
$10
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Singapore Jain Religious
Society

Sri Srinivasa Perumal
Temple

Discover the tenets of Jainism, one
of the three ancient religions in India,
with Mr Parresh Timbadia from the
Singapore Jain Religious Society!

What happens at a Hindu birth
ceremony? What do the 7 steps in
a Hindu wedding mean? Follow the
temple’s volunteers on a tour of the
historic temple as we learn more about
the birth, marriage and death prayers
and practices associated with Hinduism.

with Parresh Timbadia

25 Sep; 2 Oct
Language: English
$10

Silat Road Sikh Temple
with Apinder Singh

with Vivek Kumra

12, 19 and 26 Sep; 3 Oct
Language: English
$10

Zoroastrian House
with Kersi Aspar

Pop into a gurdwara and empower
yourself with information on the Sikh
religion and culture. MCF2021 is
running four sessions in collaboration
with the Silat Road Sikh Gurdwara for
you to have all your questions on the
religion and corresponding culture
answered.
11, 18 and 25 Sep; 2 Oct
Language: English
$10
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This tour brings participants to an
undistinguished shophouse in Little
India which houses the place of worship
of one of Singapore’s smallest religious
communities.
2 and 3 Oct
Language: English
$10

Cuba Gula - Gula Saya
Got a sweet tooth? Try the yummy sweets
of our 13 beloved dessert makers and
take your hand at making some of them!
Sweets and desserts are the perfect ending to any meal. Let us
step into the kitchens of 13 home bakers and heritage sweetmakers and indulge in the rich and mouth-watering flavours of our
nation’s most popular desserts including egg tarts from Tong Heng,
chiffon cakes from Cheng’s @ 27 and mooncakes from Tai Chong
Kok. These dessert makers will be sharing their recipes and stories
over the sweetest treats.
Chiffon cake is often considered as Singapore’s national cake and
when it comes to desserts, nothing beats a light, fluffy and fragrant
chiffon cake. Check out Cheng’s @ 27’s Dawn Ng’s aromatic gula
melaka chiffon cake as she demonstrates its preparation and the
best way to enjoy this sweet treat!
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Afterwards, how about a portion of
kueh kasui from part-time home baker
Massanisah? Prepared from rice flour
and gula melaka, topped with steamed
coconut shreds, kueh kasui is a crowd
pleaser and a perpetual favourite among
Singaporeans! And if traditional Chinese
kuehs are more your cup of tea, be
sure to take a bite out of Grace Ng’s
soft, flavourful and, most importantly,
nutritious rendition of orh ku kueh!

For foodies who are looking for something
special, join Sisters Esther and Olimpiada
from the Russian Orthodox Church at
their kitchen. They will be imparting their
personal recipes for the Russian blini,
a buckwheat flour-based staple that
is paired with both sweet and savoury
toppings.
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We might have to stop here… our mouths are already watering
thinking of these sweet treats. Check out the other dessert
makers in the next page and walk away not only with a happy
belly and the knowledge that you’ve made friends with a
guardian of these popular desserts.

Egg Tarts

with Tong Heng
Confectionery

What is the secret to Tong
Heng’s perfect Cantonese
Egg Tart? Find out more
from fourth-generation
staff, Ana Fong!
28 Sep
Language: English
$20

Eurasian Sugee
Cake

Filipino Sweets

This mouth-watering cake
is a crowd pleaser that
can be found typically
in every Eurasian
household during the
festive occasions. Join
home-baker Carol who
will share her secret
techniques and recipes!

Sapin-Sapin, Royal
Bibingka and Guinataang
Bilo-Bilo – Savour the
most delicious and
authentic Filipino
desserts with our friends
from the
Filipino Association.

with Carol Drysdale-de Mello

25 Sep; 2 Oct
Language: English
$20

with Filipino Association of
Singapore

11 Sep
Language: English
$20
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Gula Melaka
Chiffon Cake

with Cheng’s @ 27

Chiffon Cake is
often considered as
Singapore’s national
cake. Learn the secrets
behind Cheng’s @ 27’s
delicious gula melaka
chiffon cake from thirdgeneration proprietor
Dawn Cheng.
11, 12, 18, 19, 25 and
26 Sep; 2 and 3 Oct
Language: English
$20

Japanese
Wagashi

Kueh Kasui
with Massanisah

with Nadiah

A feast for the eyes and a
treat for the palate – join
Nadiah for an introduction
to the colourful world
of wagashi!
12 and 26 Sep
Language: English
$20

Ondeh Ondeh
with Edwin Lim

This simple yet palatable
snack is popular with
all ages – Let’s find out
what makes the perfect
kueh kasui in
this workshop.
11 Sep; 3 Oct
Language: English
$20

Orh Ku Kueh

with Grace Chew

Mooncakes

with Tai Chong Kok

Single or double yolk?
That is the real question.
Find out how your
favourite mooncakes are
being made at the one
and only Tai Chong Kok!
29 and 30 Sep
Language: English
$20
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Ondeh Ondeh is a popular
snack of delightful sweet
rice balls filled with
molten sugar and covered
in savoury grated coconut
shreds. Let foodie
Edwin Lim satisfy your
sugar cravings with this
traditional dessert!
19, 25 and 26 Sep
Language: English
$20

Find out how home-baker
Grace achieves her soft,
fragrant and naturally
coloured vegan orh
ku kueh in this baking
workshop session!
3 Oct
Language: English
$20

Rempah Udang

Russian Blini

Meet Baba Edmond, the third
generation helming Kim Choo Kueh
Chang, and hear his heartfelt stories
over a demonstration of rempah udang.

Is it a crêpe, a pancake or something
else? Find out what a blini really is and
Sister’s rendition of this classic
Russian dessert!
18 and 25 Sep; 2 Oct
Language: English
$20

with Kim Choo Kueh Chang

18 Sep
Language: English
$20

with Russian Orthodox Church

Tong Shui

Traditional Indian Sweets

with Singapore Kwangtung Hui Kuan

with Radhika

Savour the flavourful and nourishing
tong shui prepared by Victoria Li from
the Singapore Kwangtung Hui Kuan!
2 Oct
Language: Mandarin
$20

From the melt-in-your-mouth Gulab
Jamun to the fragrant pudding-like
Carrot Halwa, immerse yourself in
the everyday flavours of India with
Radhika’s rendition of the delightful
traditional Indian sweets.
11 and 18 Sep
Language: English
$20

Meet My Craftsman
Fancy sewing a songkok or decorating a garland?
Pick up some nifty skills from our country’s beloved
practitioners.
Beyond gatekeeping our nation’s intangible cultural heritage and
practices, our nation’s craftsmen are Singaporeans grounded
by their families and business legacies. There is often more
than meets the eye as to why these craftsmen persevere in
their individual crafts! From stonemasonry to garland making,
experience our craftsmen through a different lens and find the
answers in these intimate workshop sessions!
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Remember Joseph Schooling’s iconic Olympic
gold-medal orchid garland? Or founding Prime
Minister Lee Kuan Yew’s election-winning garland?
Anushia Flower Shop’s resident garland-maker
R Jayaselvam is no stranger to these luminaries.
Witness Jayaselvam’s nifty craftwork as he makes
these exquisite flower garlands for weddings,
celebrations and religious functions.

If you wish to travel to the far north, you will be welcomed by
Woodland’s tombstone engraver Raymond Toh at Toh Hong
Huat Trading! Traditional Chinese stonemasons engrave names
and dates on tombstones and columbarium plaques by chipping
characters out on pre-cut granite stones. Watch Raymond
demonstrate this dying craft at his workshop and experience
firsthand the modern process of granite engraving through
sandblasting.
How about meeting Singapore’s last songkok maker Abdul
Wahab from SongkokSG? The songkok is a traditional
headgear worn by males in the Malay community during formal
occasions and religious activities. The traditional practice of
handmade songkoks has fallen over the years as they are
increasingly manufactured in factories. Watch how Abdul Wahab
demonstrate this vanishing practice in an earnest demonstration
where we will hear the many stories of him and his family in their
decades-long relationship with the traditional craft.
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Eager to learn more? We’ve also enlisted other
craftsmen such as knife sharpener Lee Hwee Chin
from Pow Li; traditional lantern maker Jimm Wong;
Peranakan beadworks maker Raymond Wong, as well
as giant joss stick maker Albert Tay for the lowdown on
their heritage work.

with R Jayaselvam

Jimm Wong
Lanterns

with Jimm Wong

Pow Li Knife
Sharpening

Remember Joseph
Schooling’s iconic
Olympic gold-medal
orchid garland? Or
founding Prime Minister
Lee Kuan Yew’s electionwinning garland? Find
out how these garlands
are made from Anushia
Flower Shop’s
R Jayaselvam.

Paint your own traditional
lantern and learn more
about the different styles
of lanterns with enthusiast-turned-craftsman
Jimm Wong.

Got a blunt kitchen knife
lying at home? Bring
it over for Mdm Lee to
teach you the art of knife
sharpening!

Anushia Flower
Shop

11, 12, 18, 19, 25 and 26
Sep; 2 and 3 Oct
Language: English
$40
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18 and 19 Sep
Language: Mandarin
$40

with Lee Hwee Chin

11, 12, 18, 19, 25 and
26 Sep; 2 and 3 Oct
Language: Mandarin
$20

Rumah Kim Choo

SingaRangoli

Songkok SG

Create your intricate
Peranakan beadwork in
an intimate workshop
with Baba Raymond Wong
from Rumah Kim Choo,
the apparel wing of Kim
Choo Kueh Chang!

Step into the colourful
world of Rangoli with
Singapore’s only full-time
rangoli artist Vijaya Mohan
in a therapeutic session of
hope and colours!

Watch the last songkok
maker in Singapore
demonstrate this
vanishing practice in a
heart-warming session at
Geylang Serai.

11, 12, 25 and 26 Sep
Language: English
$40

11, 12, 18 and 19 Sep
Language: English
$40

Thow Kwang
Pottery Jungle

Toh Hong Huat
Stonemasonry

with Raymond Wong

18 Sep
Language: English
$40

Tay Guan Heng
with Albert Tay

with Vijaya Mohan

with Stella Tan

If you’ve ever wanted
to make your own wood
and clay figurines, this is
the workshop for it. Let
joss stick maker Albert
Tay take you through the
steps of carving your own
joss stick sculpture!
25 Sep; 2 Oct
Language: English
$40

Enter the dragon’s den
and get your hands dirty
with some pottery-making
at Singapore’s last
operating dragon’s kiln.
11, 12, 18, 19, 25 and 26
Sep; 2 and 3 Oct
Language: English
$40

with Abdul Wahab

with Raymond Toh

Join Raymond Toh,
one of Singapore’s last
traditional stonemasons,
in an awe-inspiring
workshop of engraving
tombstones while
exploring the meaning
of life!
12 Sep; 3 Oct
Language: Mandarin
$40
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My Rhyme
and Rhythm
Watch a wayang kulit, xinyao or getai
performance with our nation’s most
decorated performing artists!

The performing arts are universal languages! No
matter where we hail from, these performances
have the power to strike a chord in all of us.
Get your feet moving in a session of Indian
Bharatanatyam at Bhaskar’s Arts Academy or
get cozy with L’arietta Productions’ Akiko and
Reuben in their nano-opera. Afterwards, be sure
to join us and sing along during our virtual xinyao
and getai performances with Cai Yiren and
Liu Ling Ling!
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Finally, for those avid storytellers, shadow play
is certainly no child’s play for the Kelantanese
wayang kulit performers of Sri Setia Pulau Singa.
Even as we enjoy the theatrics, dance and music
of our performing artists, do not underestimate
the hard work that goes behind each of these
performances! As the Chinese saying goes, it is
ten years of practice for a single minute on stage!
After the show, be sure to ask them more about
their journeys in mastering their crafts and leave
each session touched and inspired!
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Chamber Opera

Eurasian Folk Dance

Catch the premiere showcase of a
uniquely Singaporean ‘nano-opera’ by
Akiko and Reuben from
L’arietta Productions!

Make your first move with the bubbly
traditional Eurasian courtship dance
jinkli nona and fall in love with its
playful rhythm and beautiful graces.

11 and 18 Sep
Language: English
$30

18 Sep; 2 Oct
Language: English
$10

Flamenco

Getai

with L’arietta Productions

with Flamenco Sin Fronteras

Get fiery and passionate in this
workshop as you take a class in
flamenco with Daphne from Flamenco
Sin Fronteras!
19 and 26 Sep; 3 Oct
Language: English
$30

with Eurasian Association

with Liu Ling Ling

Come catch the charming Liu Ling Ling
and her family of getai singers and
hosts in this virtual getai performance
for My Community Festival!
17 Sep
Language: Mandarin
FREE
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Indian Bharatanatyam
with Bhaskar’s Arts Academy

Groove to the beat of traditional
Indian music with the instructors from
Bhaskar’s Arts Academy!
19 Sep; 3 Oct
Language: English
$30

Wayang Kulit

Malay Music Ensemble
with Sri Mahligai

Step into the world of Malay music
with Ariffin Abdullah of Sri Mahligai
and explore the meaning of music,
companionship and life.
19 and 25 Sep
Language: English
$30

Xinyao

with Sri Setia Pulau Singa

with Cai Yiren

Catch the charismatic Sri Setia Pulau
Singa in this performance and let them
show you the beauty of Kelantanese
Wayang Kulit!

Tune in to your favourite xinyao songs
with the evergreen performers from TCR
Music Station in this virtual concert!

26 Sep; 2 and 3 Oct
Language: English
$30

24 Sep
Language: Mandarin
FREE
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Sunset
Sunset @
@
My
My Community
Community
Wind down the day with your friends
and neighbours and watch the most
gorgeous sunsets in our island home.
While sunsets simply mean getting off
work for most Singaporeans, find out
about the interesting activities that some
communities engage in during the short
but beautiful twilight hours!
From the sunset chasers at Woodlands
Waterfront to the photographers at Queenstown,
come learn about how the sunset draws different
everyday people to form new and interesting
communities!
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Will the sky burn tonight? Travel to Woodlands Waterfront to
meet long-time resident Guosheng who has photographed
the sunset every day for more than ten years! Let him
guide you through the park and share some of his favourite
photography spots as well as his tips and tricks to capture
the fiery sunsets at Woodlands!
Zoooom… Did you spot the drone drifting above the
historical landmarks and modern skyscrapers in
Queenstown? Set your sights on the mesmerising view
above Queenstown with photographers Charmaine and Wee
Han from Tripeaksimagery!
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If you were looking for a tour that starts in the
“yang” (day) and ends in the “yin” (night), join our
guides at Singapore River as they recount the
tales of Taoist deities Tua Di Ya Peh (1st and 2nd
Granduncles). A collaboration with the beloved
Say Tian Hng Buddha Shop, the tour will draw an
unlikely association between our reality and the
supernatural realms!
Interested? Be sure to sign up for our exciting array
of sunset events which includes a tour of Dakota
Crescent with Citizen Adventures.
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Between Two Worlds @
My Singapore River

Citizen Adventures @
My Dakota

Starting in the ‘yang’ (day) and ending
in the ‘yin’ (night), listen to the tales of
Taoist deities Tua Di Ya Peh (1st and
2nd Granduncles) on this twilight tour
along the Singapore River!

Follow Cai Yinzhou on a journey of
relocation from Dakota Crescent to
Cassia Crescent as he explains the
challenges faced by residents during
their eviction in 2016.

11, 12, 18, 19, 25 and 26 Sep;
2 and 3 Oct
Language: English
$40

11, 12, 18, 19, 25 and 26 Sep;
2 and 3 Oct
Language: English
$50

Photography @
My Woodlands

Photography @
My Queenstown

Will the sky burn tonight? Find out as
Woodlands boy Guosheng takes us to
chase the sunset at Woodlands Waterfront Park!

Get your cameras out and capture
the most beautiful moments of the
stunning Queenstown sunset with
photographers (and residents)
Wee Han and Charmaine!

with Say Tian Hng Buddha Shop

with Liang Guosheng

25 and 26 Sep; 2 and 3 Oct
Language: English
$10

with Citizen Adventures

with Tripeaksimagery

12, 19 and 26 Sep; 3 Oct
Language: English
$20
35

AA Day
Day in
in the
the
Life
Life of
of My...
My..

For those who prefer to enjoy heritage from
home, fret not as we have a series of virtual
programmes in store for you! Comprising a short
documentary video and a live QnA variety show,
follow the lives of some everyday faces working
in our everyday places! We hope that this series
inspires you to strike a conversation with other
Singaporeans to hear their stories, share your
own and forge new connections!
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Community Nurse

Member-of-Parliament (MP)

Like many other industries, the
healthcare industry has experienced
a complete transformation as a result
of the pandemic. Come find out how
caregiving has changed and how has
nurses have gone above and beyond
in their occupations with our featured
profile!

Our MPs are familiar faces in our
neighbourhoods who work hard day
and night to represent their
constituencies. Come catch our
featured Member-of-Parliament to find
out what he does in a day of his life as
he balances both work and family!

19 Sep
Language: English
FREE

18 Sep
Language: English
FREE

Estate Cleaner

Zookeeper

Working round the clock to keep our
neighbourhoods spick and span,
our estate cleaners are key in the
maintenance of our estates! Follow
our featured profile on a day of his life
as an estate cleaner in Chai Chee and
learn more about his story and work!

We’ve all heard what the fox says, but
how about the otter or the capybara?
Join our featured profile in this QnA
session where you can ask her exactly
what these adorable animals say and
find out more about her day as a
zookeeper from Wildlife Reserves
Singapore!

25 Sep
Language: English
FREE

12 Sep
Language: English
FREE

Hawker
Two National Service friends turned
hawker-preneurs are blazing a trail
in the burger food scene! Join our
featured profiles who will be taking
you through the highs and lows of the
F&B industry in a day in their lives as
hawkers!
26 Sep
Language: English
FREE
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After
After Hours
Hours @
@
My
My Community
Community
In Singapore, the city never sleeps.
Soak in the ambience of the famed
Bukit Brown Cemetery or grab a
midnight snack at Balestier and
catch Singapore in a completely
different light!
Singapore is a city which never sleeps. Our festival
is no exception! A wide range of activities continue
deep into the night even as many Singaporeans
head to bed, so come and join us on some heartfelt
adventures to explore our neighbourhoods after
hours!
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For those who love a little bit of adventure,
soak in the ambience of Bukit Brown
Cemetery as we explore its premises
during nightfall! While many of us may
have visited the cemetery before during
the daytime, let us experience a different
side with seasoned Brownie Andrew Lin!
Who knows? Surprises await.
If cemeteries were a little too ‘serious’
for you, how about an urban tour of
Bras Basah? Join veteran guide May Hui
in an inspirational tour of Bras Basah
celebrating both extraordinary and
everyday women and their contributions
in shaping our families, communities and
nation.
For the foodies out there, join us on a
mouth-watering tour of Balestier as we
seek out the stories of our favourite local
supper joints. Morticians and funeral
parlour staff are also rostered to be on
standby at Toa Payoh. If you were a true
night owl, join us and trawl the alleys of
Jalan Besar or venture into the lorongs
of Geylang! Be sure to end the night
(and start the new day) with MCF2021
exploring these spaces in a different light!
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My Balestier

My Bras Basah

What’s cooking so late at night in
Balestier? Join us on a supper tour
around Balestier and hear the stories
of the many stall owners operating
deep into the night!

Celebrate our everyday women and
their contributions in shaping our
families, communities and nation on
this after-hours tour.

10, 11, 17 and 18 Sep; 1 and 2 Oct
Language: English
$40

10, 11 and 18 Sep; 1 and 2 Oct
Language: English
$40

My Bukit Brown

My Geylang

with Andrew Lin

with Citizen Adventures

A place of unending surprises – this
resting place for the dead is very much
teeming with life both in the day and at
night. Let Bukit Brown surprise you on
this after-hours tour!

Venture into the lorongs and backalleys of Geylang after hours with longtime Geylang boy, Cai Yinzhou!

with Cynthia Wan

10, 11, 17, 18, 24 and 25 Sep;
1 and 2 Oct
Language: English
$50
40

with May Hui

10, 11, 17, 18, 24 and 25 Sep;
1 and 2 Oct
Language: English
$50

My Toa Payoh

My Jalan Besar
with Jan Chow

with Patrick Lee

Beyond your favourite brunch spots and
coffee nooks, join us to see the familiar
Jalan Besar through an unfamiliar lens
after hours!

For dust we are, to dust we will return,
and from dust life shall emerge. Join us
as we tour Toa Payoh’s funeral services
after hours for a conversation about
beginnings and ends.

10, 11, 17, 18, 24 and 25 Sep;
1 and 2 Oct
Language: English
$40

10, 11, 17, 18, 24 and 25 Sep;
1 and 2 Oct
Language: English
$40

PPRAYER N PRACTICE
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24 Hours @
My Community
Think you know everything about Holland Village
and Tiong Bahru? Think again as we take you on
a tour exploring the stories of these heartlands
from dawn till dusk till dawn!

If you still have not had enough of the festival, be sure
to come aboard our 24-hour marathon tours of Holland
Village and Tiong Bahru! Every 2 hours, a new tour will be
setting off from our meeting point to explore the different
community grounds of these iconic neighbourhoods!
Each guide will be bringing a different flavour to the tour
so be sure to catch our friendly volunteer guides and find
out what goes on in these neighbourhoods throughout the
day!
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24 Hours @ My Tiong Bahru
Do you think you know Tiong Bahru
well enough? Think again! Explore the
charming neighbourhod and meet the
friendliest people on a bi-hourly tour of
the colonial estate.
11 and 12 Sep
Language: English
$10

24 Hours @ My Holland
Village
Witness the delightful transformation
in Holland Village throughout the day
with long-time residents and volunteer
guides from My Community.
17 and 18 Sep
Language: English
$10
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